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ABSTRACT
Organizations that use private information typically must provide
assurances to regulators that their practices ensure that regulations
are met. However, to the extent that they rely on electronic infor-
mation systems for the management of private information, they
really have no basis for providing those assurances. This paper
proposes a framework for the design and implementation of infor-
mation systems that provably enforce privacy policies. The pri-
vacy policies we aim to enforce are expressed in first-order tem-
poral logic (FOTL). They capture not only safety, but also liveness
requirements, which are essential in privacy policy. For a variety
of reasons, prior work in runtime monitoring is of limited use in
privacy policy enforcement. Among these reasons are the need to
support liveness requirements, a desire to ensure through static ver-
ification that runtime policy violations do not occur, and above all,
a recognition that users of electronic information systems require
meaningful explanations when actions they attempt to initiate are
denied. The latter is particularly relevant in the context of privacy
policy because the (human) subject of information often needs to
consent to having their personal information shared. So when a de-
nial occurs, it may be that the user needs to seek permission from
the subject to share his/her information. For all these reasons, our
approach requires us to draw on and solve problems in diverse ar-
eas of computer science. We inventory open problems that must be
solved, several of which we solve here.
Keywords: Privacy policy and enforcement, first-order temporal
logic, safety and liveness properties, static program analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Our society is becoming increasingly dependent on computer

information systems for the proper management of private data.
Medical records, financial data, and personal information collected
from Internet users are just a few examples. Organizations are re-
quired to keep and share such information in a manner that con-
forms to specific privacy policies, which are mandated by custom,
sound business practice, good citizenship, contract, and, often, by
law. Examples of privacy policies that carry the force of law include

those resulting from the Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act (HIPAA) [1], the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) [3],
and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [2]. In
addition to legal regulations, organizations typically have their own
business rules that add further privacy requirements.

Organizations that use private information typically must pro-
vide assurances to regulators that their practices ensure regulations
are met. However, to the extent that they rely on electronic infor-
mation systems for the management of private information, they
have little or no basis for providing those assurances, other than
their trust in system developers having written software that en-
forces the regulations. The complexity of the various aspects of
the problem—the regulations and other privacy requirements, the
specification of privacy policy, and the systems that manage infor-
mation while enforcing privacy policy—make it very difficult to
develop systems that meet critical privacy objectives. System de-
signers and developers need to have means by which they can check
their work.

Several frameworks have been proposed for specifying and an-
alyzing privacy policies, including the Enterprise Privacy Autho-
rization Language (EPAL) [7], Contextual Integrity (CI) [8], Pri-
vacy APIs [25], Ponder [13], and work by Breaux and Anton [11].
To date, most of the work in this area has concentrated on frame-
works for expressing privacy policies [7, 8, 13], answering queries
requesting rulings as to whether transmitting a certain piece of in-
formation is permitted [7, 13], methodologies for converting reg-
ulations expressed in legal language into formal system require-
ments [11], or analyzing privacy policy to determine whether it
satisfies various properties [25]. Lacking have been enforcement
frameworks comprising techniques and tools that support the de-
velopment and verification of information systems that adhere to
such policies.

There has been a great deal of work in enforcement of secu-
rity policies, particularly in the area of runtime monitors [30, 23,
17]. As we will see, such techniques from the literature are inad-
equate for enforcing privacy policy. Specifically, monitoring seeks
to separate concerns for basic functionality from security concerns.
Shortly below, we will illustrate why such separation does not fa-
cilitate, but rather hinders privacy policy enforcement. But first,
some context.

The information systems that record and transmit our private data
are reactive systems [15]. Their behavior can be characterized in
terms of sets of infinite sequence of events and/or states. Such a
sequence is called a trace. Sets of traces are called temporal prop-
erties [12]. Every temporal property is given by the intersection of
two properties, one of which is called a safety property, the other a
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liveness property [5, 6]. Safety1 properties say that some bad thing
never happens and liveness properties say that some good thing
eventually happens. Safety properties are amenable to enforcement
through classical runtime monitoring techniques [30], while live-
ness properties are not.2 Privacy policies often state that certain
events cause obligations to be incurred. This is a form of liveness
called a response property. For example, HIPPA requires a clinic
to release (most of) a patient’s medical records when the patient
requests them. Once the patient is authenticated, software compo-
nents can often fulfill the obligation. A court subpoena causes the
clinic to incur a similar obligation, though a lawyer may have to be
consulted to vet the subpoena. Assuming the lawyer acts respon-
sibly, fulfilling his vetting obligation, we want a guarantee that the
system will provide the patient’s records to the court. These ex-
amples illustrate the fact that sometimes the software system can
fulfill liveness requirements on its own, but it is also often the case
that such fulfillment depends on the diligence of human agents.

We use a policy language consisting of a subset of first-order
linear temporal logic (FOTL) and focus on message transmission as
the event that must be regulated, an approach stimulated by Barth
et al. [8, 9].3 FOTL extends first-order predicate logic by adding
temporal operators that enable formulas to express requirements on
past and future events and states.

As mentioned above, runtime monitoring addresses a problem
that resembles ours in some respects. The classic approach [30]
enforces safety properties, but is unworkable in reactive systems;
when a software system attempts to perform an illegal action, exe-
cution is terminated. More recent work gets around this problem by
introducing edit automata [10, 24], which enable execution to pro-
ceed by either suppressing the illegal action, or performing other
actions prior to the requested one so as to make the desired ac-
tion permissible. However, all monitoring-based approaches share
a common characteristic: they separate security concerns from ba-
sic functionality. This is very suitable for many applications, such
as adding security features to legacy code. However, separating
policy enforcement from basic functionality is counter productive
in privacy policy enforcement for information systems.

The user of an information system plays a central role in the
system’s operation. When a user attempts to transmit information
that would cause a privacy violation, providing an explanation is
a central part of the system’s functionality. For instance, in the
context of electronic medical records, an administrative assistant
may request the system to transmit portions of a patient’s record
for which prior consent by the patient is required. If consent has
not been obtained, the administrative assistant needs this to be ex-
plained, enabling him to request consent from the patient. Such an
explanation is best managed as a part of the system’s basic func-
tionality, rather than as a separate wrapper. Thus, a new approach
is needed—one that gives the application programmer constructs

1The term “safety” is used here with the standard meaning it has in
the software verification community [22]. In the security commu-
nity, it often has another, quite distinct usage in which it refers to
the problem of determining whether administrative actions within
an authorization system can cause a certain authorization state or
class of states to be reached [16].
2Some liveness properties can be enforced by edit automata [24].
However, in addition to the hindrance introduced by separation of
concerns, the liveness requirements supported by edit automata are
too restrictive for our purposes.
3Propositional linear temporal logic (PLTL), well known for its use
in model checking, is inadequate for our needs because we want
to model systems of unbounded size—an unbounded number of
human actors, data objects, messages, etc. Moreover, quantification
is needed for concise policy expression.

needed to integrate privacy management along with basic function-
ality, while still providing rigorous verification that policy is cor-
rectly enforced. In particular, we require a system development
environment that provides static guarantees that when the system is
running, it will enforce the policy, thus ensuring there is no need for
a separate component, such as a monitor, to intervene by modifying
the system’s behavior on the fly. We call this program development
methodology history-aware programming (HAP).

Broadly speaking, the goal of this paper is threefold: (1) to lay
out a vision for providing a framework for supporting HAP; (2)
to identify several open problems raised by it; (3) to solve some
of the corner stone problems on which our on-going work in this
area builds. The problems we solve here are in the following ar-
eas: defining forms of first-order linear temporal logic (FOTL) for-
mulas that are suitable for expressing enforceable privacy policies
and system component specifications, respectively; formally spec-
ified requirements that a given policy of this form must meet to
ensure it can be enforced efficiently; requirements for checking
that component specifications are properly refined; programming
language feature that support what we call history-aware program-
ming; foundations of a type system and an static program analysis
that ensures privacy-policy violations will not occur when the sys-
tem is running; runtime support for maintaining history and obliga-
tions. Remaining open problems are in these areas: a comprehen-
sive treatment of human responsibilities in meeting organizational
requirements; a methodology for system decomposition and devel-
oping suitable component specifications; sound semi-decision pro-
cedures for verifying that efficient-enforceability requirements are
met by a given policy and for verifying that specification are prop-
erly refined. In the course of the body of the paper we will specify
these problems in detail and with precision.

To support HAP, we provide the programmer a new history-
query language construct that can be used to pose queries, ex-
pressed as closed FOTL formulas, against the history of system
events. The query is part of what we call a query-conditional state-
ment. It selects between executing a then-block or an else-block
based on the query result. For example, a query-conditional can
be used to determine whether a patient has given consent to re-
lease his/her medical records to a certain individual. If the query
yields “true,” the program transmits the information; otherwise, it
explain to the user that consent needs to be obtained. (Another
query-conditional could be used to inform the user that consent has
been refused.) Far from being a distraction to the programmer, the
need for such explanations are central to system functionality.

The runtime support we propose for our conditional-query con-
struct is based on work in dynamic model checking [21]. This
approach tracks historical events by using a constraint system to
record predicate argument values for which predefined FOTL for-
mulas hold. (See section 2 for an example.) In particular, we
use this approach to monitor the FOTL formulas that occur in the
conditional-query construct within the system code.

To verify statically that send operations are guarded by necessary
history queries, we propose a static program analysis that trans-
fers information gathered from program semantics, including upon
entering the then-branch of a query-conditional to (and across) send
operations within that code block. Because query-conditionals guard
entire code blocks, not just a single send, the program can avoid
performing program state changes in preparation for an illegal send
action. Thus, in a well crafted program, there is no need to roll
back or otherwise compensate for such state changes. We will see
in section 7 how we use static analysis to ensure that liveness prop-
erties are enforced (i.e., obligations are fulfilled), provided that any
humans that need to participating are diligent in doing so.
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As just discussed, we use static program analysis to ensure stat-
ically that when the system is running, it enforces the policy. We
use static policy analysis to ensure that the privacy policy being
enforced can be enforced incrementally by using the enforcement
mechanisms we employ. In full FOTL, it is possible to write poli-
cies that are impossible to enforce incrementally. Even if we bound
the number of individual values over which variables range, the
problem is intractable in the general case (arbitrary FOTL formu-
las). However, it is possible to write policy formulas in FOTL that
can be enforced incrementally by examining only the system event
history, and by handling obligations separately by using methods
we discussed shortly above.

Intuitively, when an action is initiated, a poorly formulated pol-
icy makes it difficult to detect that performing the action would
prevent the system from being permitted to meet its obligations.
For instance, consider the following promising doctor example.
Suppose a policy states the following requirements. When a doctor
sends a message to an individual promising that a patient’s medi-
cal records will be transmitted to the individual, the clinic incurs an
obligation to transmit the records. However, the clinic is authorized
to release the records only to certain individuals, such as the patient
herself. Clearly the system needs to block the doctor’s request to
send the promise to anyone not authorized to receive the records.
The problem is that when the doctor makes his promise, determin-
ing whether there is a possible (infinite) system-event future that
satisfies the policy is an intractable problem in the general case,
even when variables range over small sets of values. A well formu-
lated version of our policy would explicitly state that the doctor is
not authorized to promise to send medical records to any individual
not authorized to receive them. Such a policy is satisfied by exactly
the same traces, but can be enforced reasonably efficiently.

Loosely stated, the goal of our policy analysis is to ensure that
policies are well formulated in the following sense: if no conflict
is evident between the system history and the requirements on the
history that are explicitly stated, then there is a possible (infinite)
system-event future that satisfies the policy. Barth et al. [8] pro-
vide initial results in this area. They introduce a notion, which they
call weak compliance, that can be applied to any PLTL formula to
capture the intuitive idea that given a finite history, the last state is
consistent with the rest of the history and the history requirements
that are explicitly stated in the policy. Weak compliance is defined
in terms of an automaton-like structure, called a tableau, that can be
constructed from a PLTL formula. This has the drawback that the
size of the tableau is exponential in size of the PLTL formula. Our
approach places syntactic restrictions, defined in section 4, on the
structure of our policy formulas that make it trivial to syntactically
extract from the policy formula an FOTL formula that expresses the
same notion as weak compliance for policy formulas. Defined for-
mally below, if a history satisfies this extracted formula, we say the
history is syntactically weakly compliant (SWC) with the policy.

Barth goes on to call a history strongly compliant if there a pos-
sible (infinite) system-event future that satisfies the policy. Intu-
itively, this notion is inadequate for our purposes because it as-
sumes that all agents, whether part of the system or part of the sys-
tem’s environment, cooperate in making the future event sequence
actually occur. This neglects the fact that agents in the environment
may not cooperate in realizing the possible future event sequence.

In the current paper, we show how, for any policy formula, to
use the first order variant of a recently introduced temporal logic
mp!ATL" [26] (which we call FOmp!ATL") to state the follow-
ing. Given any finite system-event history, no matter what future
events are initiated by the environment, the agents in the system are
able to ensure that the history is extended to an infinite trace that

satisfies the privacy policy. When we make this intuition precise in
section 5, satisfaction of the resulting formula will be called adver-
sarial strong compliance (ASC). We then go on to present a for-
mula of FOmp!ATL" that precisely expresses the following idea.
At each step in the system execution, provided SWC has been satis-
fied at every preceding step, ASC will also hold at that step. When
this formula is tautological, we know that as long as we enforce
SWC, provided obligations are also fulfilled, the system will com-
ply with the privacy policy. The fact that FOmp!ATL" is strictly
more expressive than FOTL means that the problem of determin-
ing whether a general FOmp!ATL" formula is a tautology is un-
decidable. (The satisfiable formulas of FOTL are not recursively
enumerable [19].) Thus in future work we aim to develop sound
semi-decision procedures for the syntactic class of FOmp!ATL"
formulas involved.

Throughout the course of this introduction we have described the
problem areas to which this paper contributes. Before we can make
our technical contributions more precise, some background must
be reviewed.
Road map. Section 2 presents background. Section 3 presents
our requirements and approach for enforcing privacy policies. It
further details our contributions and some open problems. Sec-
tion 4 and section 5 present our contributions in the area of pol-
icy specification, analysis, and monitoring. Section 6 presents our
approach to verifying that together the component specifications
ensure that the system as a whole enforces the privacy policy. Sec-
tion 7 presents our contributions in the areas of program structure,
programming languages features, and static program analysis, in-
cluding verification that software components satisfy their specifi-
cations. Section 8 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND
This section summarizes prior work that we use or build on, in-

cluding temporal logic, CI privacy policies, efficient runtime sup-
port for queries against the system history, the Actor model of
concurrent computation, and the runtime-principals language con-
structs.

2.1 Temporal Logic (TL)
TL [27] is concerned with characterizing the behavior of reac-

tive systems in terms of states and/or events. Our privacy pol-
icy language is a many sorted, first-order linear temporal logic
(FOTL) [14], though in the analysis of policies and formalization
of policy compliance we make use of another temporal logic [26].
The latter will be summarized in a later section. Due to space con-
straints we summarize FOTL here briefly.

Linear temporal logics characterize reactive computations in
terms of infinite sequences states called traces, which we denote
by !. FOTL generalizes propositional linear temporal logic in
the same way that first-order logic generalizes propositional logic,
namely, by replacing propositional variables by predicate symbols
and by introducing quantification and variables. In the formulation
we use, trace elements are states and events are embedded in states.
We further discuss the structure of states presently.

Sorts resemble a primitive type system; each variable occurring
in a formula is assigned a sort when it is quantified and ranges
over values in a unique carrier associated with that sort. Predicate
argument positions also have associated sorts with which actual ar-
guments must agree. This association is called the signature of the
predicate symbol. An FOTL language is given by a set of vari-
ables, a set of sorts, and a set of predicate symbols over those sorts.
In our formulation, events, which induce state transitions, are rep-
resented by atomic formulas that hold in the destination state. Our
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policy language uses only one event predicate, send, which takes a
sending agent, a receiving agent, and a message: send(p1, p2,m).

FOTL formulas include non-temporal formulas, which are con-
structed from atomic formulas, possibly with variables, logical con-
nectives, and quantifiers over variables, just as in standard many-
sorted, first-order logic. As in the latter logic, a variable is free if
it is not within the scope of any quantification of that variable. A
formula is closed if it contains no free variables.

FOTL formulas can also contain temporal operators, each of
which takes either one or two FOTL subformulas as arguments,
depending on the operator. The temporal operators we use are stan-
dard and have the following intuitive meanings4. Future Operators.
Henceforth: !" says that " holds in all future states. Eventually:
"" says that " holds in some future state. Past Operators. Histor-
ically: #" says that " held in all previous states. Once: $" says
that " held in some previous state. Since: "1 S "2 says that "2 held
at some point in the past, and since then "1 has held in every state;
it is sufficient to consider the most recent point at which "2 held.

A state is an interpretation, meaning that each state s is a map-
ping of predicate symbols p to relations. Each position in each
tuple in s(p) is occupied by a value from the appropriate carrier,
based on the signature of p. We assume that s(p) is finite, which is
natural because the systems we wish to model are of finite, though
possibly unbounded, size; it is simplifying because it means that
the number of states is countable.

A logical environment # maps each variable to a value in the
carrier that corresponds to the variable’s sort. That a formula " is
satisfied by ! at an index i under # is denoted by !, i,# ! ", and
can be defined inductively on the structure of ".5 One says that !
satisfies ", written ! ! ", if and only if for all logical environments
#, we have !,0,# ! ".

2.2 Contextual Integrity (CI)
The structure of a CI privacy policy is very similar to that de-

picted in figure 1. (In fact, the form as depicted is the variant
that we use. Space constraints prevent our discussing all the differ-
ences.) The sorts are P,T,M, and R (denoting agents, attributes,
messages, and roles) and their associated carriers are given by P ,T , M, and R. The variables p1, p2, and q are of sort P , r̂, r̂1,
and r̂2 are constants of sort R, t is a variable of sort T , and m is
a variable of sort M . The meta-variables !y1, !y2, and !y3 do not
occur in CI. We use them to represent vectors of zero or more ad-
ditional arguments, drawn from p1, p2, and q, and used to support
parameterized roles. “Procedure” and “diagnosis” are examples of
attributes. The meta-variable t̂ stands for an attribute set-valued
constant. (In CI t̂ is actually an individual-valued constant; they
make use of an attribute hierarchy.) The formula meta-variables in
the norms correspond to syntactic categories introduced below in
section 4. The syntactic restrictions thus expressed are part of our
policy language; CI also has some syntactic restrictions, though
generally speaking, they are not as constraining.

A communication action is denoted by send(p, q,m), in which
p is the sender, q is the receiver and m is the message be-
ing sent. Each message contains a set of agent, attribute pairs,
content(m) ! P!T . A knowledge state $ is a subset ofP!P!T .
If (p, q, t) " $, this means p knows the value of attribute t of
agent q. For example, Alice knows Bob’s height. A transition be-
tween knowledge states occurs when a message is transmitted from
a sender to a recipient, and the attributes contained in the message
become known to the recipient.

4Our policy language does not use % (next) or & (previous) for
technical reasons that will be discussed in a later section.
5We use “rigid” quantification.

The transition caused by the send event send(p, q,m) is denoted

by $
(p,q,m)"# $[q $ cl!($(q) " content(m))]. One can view the

knowledge state as a function that takes an agent q and returns that
agent’s knowledge state, $(q) = {(q#, t) " (q, q#, t) " $}. The
function cl! takes a knowledge state and returns the set of agent,
attribute pairs computable from it. Principals are able to send only
information that they possess, according to $.

All the negative norms and at least one positive norm must be sat-
isfied for transmission of message m to be permissible. The mean-
ing of the predicates are as one would expect; contains(m,q, t)
holds if message m contains attribute t of subject q.

Barth et al. present representative norms extracted from regula-
tions introduced by HIPAA, COPPA, and GLBA. We discuss some
of these that are drawn from HIPAA and COPPA. Norms from
the HIPAA privacy rule include those given in formulas (4) and
(5) of figure 2. Positive norm (4) gives permission for individu-
als to receive information about themselves. As with all positive
norms, this permission is contingent upon all negative norms being
satisfied. Negative norm (5) says that an individual may receive
psychotherapy notes about themselves only if permission has been
given by the psychiatrist. The negative norm shown in figure 3 is
from COPPA and says that if a child sends a web site protected
information, then if the web site later receives a request from the
parent of that child, the web site must transmit the messages re-
ceived from the child, as well as the web site’s privacy policy. This
norm does not conform to our syntactic form for policy formulas.
However, it is easily rewritten to do so, as shown in figure 4.

2.3 Past-only FOTL Query Mechanism
Krukow et al. [21] present a dynamic programming approach to

determine whether at each stage in a trace, which is being generated
by a running system, a past-only FOTL formula is satisfied. This is
the mechanism we plan to use to answer queries against the history.
They call this dynamic model checking. They support first order
formulas with quantifiers. The technique involves inductively cal-
culating, at each state in the trace, a representation of environments
under which each subformula is satisfied. The representation they
use is a system of constraints on logical environments. By using
this mechanism for each formula appearing in a query conditional,
these past-only queries can be answered. The cost of maintaining
the mechanism with each step depends linearly on the size of the
formula being monitored and polynomially on the number of car-
rier elements that have been seen in the trace being monitored. The
exponent of the polynomial is given by the product of the arity of
action predicates and the maximum number of free variables oc-
curring in a subformula of the formula being monitored.

Krukow et al. [21] make use of and extend work by Ruşu and
Havelund [29] that uses a dynamic programming approach to de-
termine whether, at each stage in a trace that is being generated by
a running system, an FOTL formula that uses past temporal opera-
tors only is satisfied. They call this dynamic model checking. One
of their extensions is support for first order formulas with quan-
tifiers. The insight that is the basis of the dynamic programming
approach is that the satisfaction of a past-only formula at a given in-
dex in the trace can be inductively computed quite efficiently from
the current state, the satisfaction at the given index of each of its
proper subformulas, and the satisfaction at the previous index of
each of its subformulas. For example, if in the previous step p(x)
had held in all prior steps for x = c, and in the current step, p(x)
also holds for x = c, the monitor can conclude that in the current
step, p(x) has held in all prior steps for x = c. More formally,
we have (&#p(x) # p(x));{x = c} # #p(x);{x = c}. For the
previous stage and the current stage they allocate an array with one
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! ! !"p1, p2, q !P."m !M."t !T.send(p1, p2,m) # contains(m,q, t)! !
!+"norms+

!+ # "
!!"norms!

!! (1)

positive norm ! inrole(p1, !y1, r̂1) # inrole(p2, !y2, r̂2) # inrole(q, !y3, r̂) # (t ! t̂) #" # # (2)

negative norm ! inrole(p1, !y1, r̂1) # inrole(p2, !y2, r̂2) # inrole(q, !y3, r̂) # (t ! t̂) #" ! $ (3)

Figure 1: General form of knowledge-transmission policy

inrole(p1, covered-entity) # inrole(p2, individual) # (q = p2) # (t ! phi) (4)
inrole(p1, covered-entity) # inrole(p2, individual) # (q = p2) # (t ! psychotherapy-notes)!

"$p ! P.inrole(p, p2,psychiatrist) # send(p, p1, "p2, release-psych-notes#) (5)

Figure 2: Some norms based on HIPAA regulations

inrole(p1, child) # inrole(p2,web-site) # q = p1 # t ! protected-information !
!"p ! P.inrole(p, p1,parent) # send(p, p2, "q, request-information#)!#send(p2, p,privacy-notice) ##send(p2, p,m) (6)

Figure 3: A norm based on COPPA regulations

inrole(p1, q,parent) # inrole(p2,web-site) # inrole(q, child) # t ! request-information !
"m# !M.("(send(q, p2,m#) # contains(m#, q,protected-information))!#send(p2, p1,privacy-notice) ##send(p2, p1,m#)) (7)

Figure 4: The rewritten COPAA regulations based norm of figure 3

bit for each node in the abstract syntax tree of the formula, repre-
senting whether or not the subformula is satisfied. The extension
replaces each bit by a constraint that identifies logical environments
for which the formula, which now can have free variables in it, is
satisfied. The approach provides us a lot of what we need for han-
dling safety properties. However, it shares with security automata
the drawback of providing no direct assistance with liveness prop-
erties, such as the response properties that are central to privacy
policies.

2.4 Actors
The Actor Model is a theoretical framework for describing con-

current computations that has been also used as the basis for the
design of (the concurrency support of) several programming lan-
guages, including industrial strength languages such as Erlang,
Scala.

In the actor model [18, 4], a software system is considered to
be a collection of concurrently operating actors that communicate
through asynchronous message passing. Each actor has a mailbox
through which it receives messages. Based on its state/behavior,
an actor reacts to the messages it receives one at a time—but not
necessarily in the order they arrive—by performing some action.
The action an actor takes in response to the receipt of a message can
involve sending a finite number of messages to other actors it knows
about, creating a finite number of new actors, and/or changing its
state/behavior so that it will take different actions in response to
future messages.

The actor model itself does not specify how the actor’s behavior
is defined. In this paper, we will be defining a language, which like
Scala, is class-based and imperative. Thus, each actor’s behavior is
defined by an actor class which consists of action-methods. Each
action-method contains imperative code that will execute when the
actor receives a certain type of message.

Agha et al. [4] and Talcott [31] give semantics for actor compo-
nents in terms of the evolution of configurations of actors, which
we will make use of as a basis for specification refinement. A con-
figuration of actors is a group of actors with an interface for in-
teraction with their environment. An interface consists of a set of
receptionists, that specifies which actors of the system are visible
to the environment, and a set of externals that specifies the names
of actors in the environment known to actors in the system. The
literature defines how high-level actor components can be created

as compositions of low-level components with the lowest-level of
components being defined directly in terms of actors. One of the
important contributions of this actor-based conception of compo-
nents is that it treats the creation and initialization of new actors as
first class operations, and gives full treatment to the evolution of
component interfaces over time as new receptionists are exposed to
the environment.

2.5 Runtime Principals
In their work on Runtime Principals, Tse and Zdancewic [32]

introduce a language whose type system enforces information flow
policies for confidentiality and integrity that depend on the prin-
cipals that dynamically interact with the system. This is accom-
plished through the use of variables that contain runtime principals.
Runtime principals are judged to have singleton types that are con-
structed using principals or type-level principal variables that stat-
ically represent principals. These same principals and type-level
principal variables can also be used to construct labels that are used
to construct types for data variables. These labels express who is
allowed to read or write certain variables. We will make use of a
variation of this construct in our language, HAP.

Their language also allows type-level principal variables to be
bound by an ‘acts for’ relation, which is used to express delegation.
The principal Alice acts for Bob means that Bob has delegated his
authority to Alice, so that Alice can read or write everything that
Bob can read or write. The type rules maintain an environment
representing a static approximation of the ‘acts for’ relation that is
used in the type rules to reason about what operations are allowed.
Programs are allowed to condition code on a dynamically query
of whether the ‘acts for’ relationship holds between two runtime
principals at a particular program point, and in the environment of
the body of that query. Thus, the type system might discover, that
within the body of a query, that a type-level principal variable %
acts for Alice, and it could then allow % to read variables that it
knows Alice can read.

The type signatures of functions can be made polymorphic with
respect to (has type parameters that take) these type-level principal
variables. This allows the creation that can be applied to variables
containing different runtime principals by specializing the function
for the appropriate runtime principals. These type parameters can
be bound so that the function can only be instantiated for type-
level principal variables that ‘act for’ some principal. Thus, one
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can write a function that takes a runtime principal % constrained
so that % ‘act for’ Alice, takes some data that Alice can read, and
returns the same data typed so that it can be read by %.

The types of data structures can make use type-level principal
variables that are existentially quantified. This allows one to cre-
ate a list of pairs where each pair contains the runtime principal
represented by % and some data readable by that same % without
the identity of % being known by the type system. Note that, this
allows an unbounded number of principal values to be contained
in a value whose type only has a single (existentially quantified)
type-level principal variable.

3. REQUIREMENTS, APPROACH, CON-
TRIBUTIONS, AND OPEN PROBLEMS

We shall provide several techniques to ensure incremental en-
forcement is correct and efficient.

First, in section 4, we restrict the syntactic form of policies so
that the future obligations (liveness properties) are easy to recog-
nize, reason about, and to elide (see section 5) from the policy.
Once obligations are removed, the resulting formula states a re-
quirement that is “past only” in a sense that will be made precise
later. Essentially this means that the resulting formulas express re-
quirements only on legal histories, and are easily converted into
queries of the kind our conditional-query construct supports.

We also disallow use of the temporal operator &. The formula
&" says that " held in the previous step. This expressive power
is not needed in privacy policy—the other past operators capture
the requirements that are needed. Moreover, the operator makes
incremental enforcement unnecessarily difficult: a requirement that
my second to last action was not a certain send needs to be enforced
before I actually perform the send.

Second, as was illustrated in the introduction by the promising
doctor example, we need to formalize the property of policy for-
mulas that SWC entails ASC. We do this in section 5.

Third, in on-going work, we are developing reasonably efficient
sound semi-decision procedures for determining that SWC entails
ASC holds. Among the approaches we are exploring to this prob-
lem we are investigating the use of small model theorems [28, 33].
The idea here is to show that for a certain class of formulas, if the
formula is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable over a carrier bounded by
a certain size. Such theorems justify taking the approach suggested
(without justification) by Barth et al. [8] of converting a first-order
formula over carriers of small size into a propositional formula.
Such a step is essential to enable us to apply any kind of (static)
model checking technique. In particular, it enables us to soundly
convert the problem of satisfiability of FOmp!ATL" formulas to
satisfiability of mp!ATL" formulas. This conversion is exponen-
tial in the number of free variables occurring in any given subfor-
mula, with the base of the exponential being given by the size of the
carriers. It seems very likely that by placing quantifiers in a man-
ner that makes their scope as small as possible, the number of free
variables occurring in any given formula can be kept acceptably
small. (Recall that this analysis is done statically, not a runtime.)
However, additional techniques will be needed, as in general sat-
isfiability of mp!ATL" formulas is double exponential-time com-
plete. Decomposing policies in a manner akin to program slicing
may help to reduce substantially the size of formulas that need to
be considered in any given problem instance. Finally, as mentioned
in the introduction, it is not essential to be able to recognize every
satisfiable (or tautological) formula. So abstractions introduced to
simplify the problem further may introduce certain sound forms of
approximation.

Fourth, users must participate in fulfilling some obligations.

When this is the case, the user will be informed and, as neces-
sary, reminded, and after an appropriate amount of time has elapsed
without the user fulfilling his obligation, the user’s actor may notify
the actor associated with a person in a position of authority.

Fifth, the information system consists of a collection concur-
rently executing actors that communicate through asynchronous
messages. Each actor represents one principal and is an instance
of an actor class that defines the actor’s behavior. An actor class
can only be instantiated for actors belonging of some particular
role. The actions of that actor are considered to be actions of the
principal it represents. An actor only gains knowledge through the
messages it has sent and or received.

Sixth, we hierarchically decompose the policy into specifications
of abstract components, which each consist of one or more actors.
These specifications collectively enforce the policy. The actors that
are consider to make up components can be programs (instances
of actor classes) or ‘human actors’. Specifications are also asso-
ciated with actor classes, and responsibilities assigned to humans
can be treated as their ‘specification.’ Each higher-level specifica-
tion should be shown to be entailed by lower-level specifications.

Seventh, each actor has a history mechanism, which records in-
formation about the communications that that actor has participated
in. The mechanism considers messages to be received at the time
they are dequeued and the appropriate action-method is executed.
The information recorded by the history mechanism is used to an-
swer queries embedded in an actor’s code about that actor’s history.
The local nature of the history mechanism is essential to the scala-
bility of the system design. While there may be a very large num-
ber of users of the information system, and the system as a whole
may communicate with a very large number of external entities,
the number of individuals a single principal will communicate with
will be much smaller. Furthermore, the number of events that each
actor history manager needs to record will grow relatively slowly.

Eight, since knowledge is local, specifications must be written
in such a way as to ensure that an actor representing a principal
becomes aware of actions that it needs to know to determine the
permissibility of its actions. Since policy norms refers only to send
operations to which the principal denoted by p1 in figure 1 is a party
(i.e., a communication participant), one strategy to accomplish this
to have only a single actor for at least some of the principals.

Ninth, at the lowest level of refinement, specifications are as-
sociated with actor classes against which the code for individual
‘action-methods’ (that executes in response to messages that have
been received) is verified. These require that by the end of each
action-method, any obligation incurred as a result of the receive
event that triggered the method’s invocation has been handled.
Handling the obligation may mean fulfilling it directly, but it can
also mean sending a message to another actor. That other actor
may or may not be associated with a user. In the former case, the
recipient actor takes some further action toward the obligation’s
eventual fulfillment. In the latter, the obligation requires a user’s
participation to be fulfilled.

Tenth, we use type rules and static program analysis to verify
that at runtime actor instances will comply with the specifications
of the actor class defining its behavior.

4. POLICY SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
This section specifies defines the syntactic form of our FOTL

policies. The syntactic categories we use are shown in figure 5.
As is customary, we overload the names of the syntactic categories
and also use them as metavariables ranging over formulas in their
respective category. Thus we are now able to see some of the re-
strictions placed on norms depicted in figure 1. Notice in particular
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(Atomic Formulas) & $$= send(p1, p2,m)"inrole(p, !y, r)"contains(m,q, t)"(t " t#)"e1 = e2"true
(Non-temporal Formulas) µ $$= &"µ # µ"µ % µ"&x $'. µ"'x $'. µ

(Pure Past Formulas) ( $$= µ"( #("¬("( S ("&x $'.(
(Obligation Formulas) ) $$= "µ") # )

(Mixed Formulas) * $$= )"("( # )"( # )"'x $'.*
Figure 5: FOTL policy formulas.

the limited way in which future temporal operators are used. Aside
from the! at the outer-most level, the only future subformulas are
of the form given by ) and" can be applied only to non-temporal
formulas. This is the key to our being able to define SWC as cleanly
as we do in section 5. The fact that the negative norm shown in fig-
ure 3 can be expressed in our form, as shown in figure 4, illustrates
why we believe this restriction is acceptable. An analogous situa-
tion arises when a member of medical staff sends a new entry to the
medical record repository: when the patient subsequently asks for
her records, the clinic must eventually provide them. Here again,
we can reframe the requirement in terms of the time point at which
the patient requests her records.

The equality in & warrants explanation. The meta-variables e1
and e2 range over agents and messages. The messages in ques-
tion can be message variables, constants, or tuples of constants and
variables, such as #q, release-psych-notes$.

In any syntactic context, we call messages that contain subject
attributes regulated messages and those that contain no attributes
speech acts. The latter are not explicitly discussed by Barth et
al. [8], although they are used in the HIPPA norm depicted in fig-
ure 2. It is through the transmission of speech acts that requests are
made, permission is granted, etc.

We allow roles to be parameterized, as illustrated in figures 2,
3, and 4. For this we extend CI’s inrole predicate to a fam-
ily of predicates of differing arities (much as is done in paper
by Barth et al. [9] that builds on CI). We have inrole(p, !y, r)
if (p, !y, r) " roleAssignment ! P ! P" ! R. For example,
if (Alice,Bob,psychiatrist) " roleAssignment, then Alice is
Bob’s psychiatrist and if inrole(Bob,Fred ,Carol , child) holds,
then Bob is the child of Fred and Carol. We make the simplifying
assumption that principals are statically assigned to roles.

The FOTL that we allow in the positive norms are of form ( #
) whereas Barth et al. allow arbitrary FOTL formulas (past and
future). In case of negative norms, they do not allow any temporal
operators in the antecedent of the norms whereas, we allow pure
past temporal formulas of form ( in the antecedent. However, they
allow arbitrary FOTL formulas in the consequent of the negative
norms. On the other hand, the FOTL formulas that we allow in the
consequent of the negative norms are of form *.

5. POLICY ANALYSIS
This section begins by showing that the syntactic restrictions we

place on policy formulas make incremental enforcement straight-
forward, under the assumption that SWC implies ASC. The section
begins by formalizing what it means for incremental enforcement
to be straightforward. This notion is called incremental monitora-
bility. It then shows that policy formulas are incrementally moni-
torable. It then goes on to introduce FOmp!ATL", to define ASC,
and, given a policy formula, to express in an FOmp!ATL" formula
the property that SWC implies ASC for this formula.

DEFINITION 1 (INCREMENTALLY MONITORABLE). An
FOTL formula " is incrementally monitorable if for any given

finite trace ! and for any logical environment #, !, "!" ( 1,# !#"
implies there exists an infinite trace !̂ such that ! ) !̂ !!".

weak(!) denotes the formula derived from ! by replacing each
subformula of the form"µ with true and removing the outermost
! (see figure 1). The formula obtained expresses the safety com-
ponent of !. We can define SWC using weak(!) as follows.

DEFINITION 2. Assume a fixed privacy policy !. Given a finite
history ! and a state s, s is syntactically weakly compliant (SWC)
with respect to ! if for all #0, we have ! ) s, "!",#0 !#weak(!).
In the above definition, although ! is finite and we have formally
defined ! only in terms of infinite traces (or paths), the usage of !
here is well defined because, as weak(!) is a pure past formula,
! ) s, "!",#0 !#weak(!) depends only on the states in !.

THEOREM 3. Any closed, pure past FOTL formula ( without
the temporal operator& is incrementally monitorable.

PROOF. The proof uses the intuition that it can be shown by
induction on the structure of ( that the truth value assumed by each
subformula of ( is identical in two adjacent states have identical
labels. The basis is trivial. In the step, the logical connectives and
quantifier cases are straightforward. Recall that the only temporal
operator is “since”. The formula (1 S (2 is true when (2 is true
in the current state. Otherwise it is false when (1 is false in the
current state. In the remaining case, in both of the two adjacent
states under consideration it takes on the same value as it did in the
state immediately prior to them.

As privacy policies of our form (!) do not have & temporal oper-
ator, we have the following.

COROLLARY 4. The formula weak(!) is incrementally moni-
torable.

The temporal logic FOmp!ATL". This section shows how
we can use (the first-order variant of) a recently introduced tem-
poral logic, namely mp!ATL" [26], to significantly refine the no-
tion of strong compliance due to Barth et al. [8]. Barth’s formu-
lation neglected the fact that agents in the environment may be
adversaries that do not cooperate in extending the current system
history to form an infinite trace that satisfies the policy. By explic-
itly distinguishing between cooperating agents and potentially non-
cooperating agents, we here obtain a stronger notion of compliance
that avoids this pitfall. Our formulation requires the cooperating
agents to have a strategy that enables them to satisfy the policy, no
matter what actions are initiated by non-cooperating agents.

Formulas of mp!ATL" are interpreted over concurrent game
structures (CGS). Due to space constraints, we provide here an
intuitive summary and refer the reader to Mogavero et al. [26]
for a detailed presentation. The logic presented there is propo-
sitional; however generalizing it to first-order is straightforward
and required for our purposes because we require our policies to
be formulas in the language. We call the first order extension of
mp!ATL" logic FOmp!ATL". A CGS G resembles a Labeled
transition system, except that actions are replaced by global deci-
sions, which intuitively speaking distinguish individual actions ac-
cording to which agent initiates it. Thus, denoting the set of agents
in the system by Ag and individual decisions by AC, a global de-
cision is a member of the function space Ag # AC. Transitions
are defined by a function that takes a state and a global decision
and returns a new state. A strategy fA for a set of agents A ! Ag,
defines the local decisions that the (cooperating) agents in A make,
based on the current system history. mp!ATL" introduces gen-
eralized path quantifier which is also known as strategy quantifier
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%*&![#weak(!)"# %A&!]
Figure 6: FOmp!ATL" formulation of SWC entails ASC for !.
We denote this formula by SWC#ASC(!).

(denoted by %&). Intuitively, the formula %A&" says that the agents
in A have a strategy fA such that no matter what local decisions are
made by agents not in A, by using fA, the agents in A can force
the current history to be extended to an infinite trace that satisfies
". When all the agents in the system are in A, %A&" says that there
exists a path that satisfies ". Similarly, the formula %*&" says that
all possible paths satisfy ".

In order to define adversarial strong compliance in the next sec-
tion, it is necessary to use the semantics of mp!ATL", not just a
formula of the logic. mp!ATL" syntax includes state formulas "
and path formulas #, and path quantifiers and temporal operators
can be nested arbitrarily. In mp!ATL" the semantics of state for-
mulas identifies the current state by the finite sequence of states
+ that lead to the current state. Let us outline the semantics of
path-quantified formulas, which are state formulas. The statementG,+ ! %A&# holds if and only if there exists a strategy fA such
that for all infinite paths , that result from agents outside of A tak-
ing arbitrary decisions and agents in A applying fA, it holds thatG,+ ) ,,0 ! #. The latter is defined by structural induction much
as is done for FOTL formulas with the exception that when a path
quantifier is encountered, the subformula is again a state formula.
To say that a state formula holds at some index k in + ) , (written,G,+ ),, k ! %A&##), the prefix of + ), having length k+1 (written,
+ ),#k) takes the place of + in the semantics of state formulas given
above (written, G,+ ) ,#k ! %A&##).
Adversarial strong compliance. Given a history +# and an
action a, Barth’s notion says that + = +# ) a is strongly compli-
ant if there exists an infinite , such that + ) , satisfies the policy.
We say that + is adversarially strongly compliant for a given CGSG and for a given environment # if G,+,# ! %A&! holds. Intu-
itively, this means that the no matter what actions the potentially
adversarial environment initiates, the human and software agents
that compose the information system can extend the history to an
infinite trace that satisfies the privacy policy. In contrast, Barth’s
notion presumes that the environment cooperates in extending the
history.

A mp!ATL" specification for SWC entails adversarial
strong compliance. We denote by SWC#ASC(!) the formula
given in figure 6. In essence, the formula says the following for
every path starting at the initial state and at each step along that
path. If SWC has held at every step up to the current one, then no
matter what decisions the other agents make thereafter, the agents
in A can force an infinite sequence of global decisions that yields a
trace satisfying the privacy policy.

THEOREM 5. Given a privacy policy !, a CGS G, an environ-
ment #, a history +# and an action a, if G,# ! SWC#ASC(!) and
+,# !#weak(!) where + = +# ) a, then G,+,# ! %A&!

THEOREM 6. For a given privacy policy ! if SWC#ASC(!)
holds for all CGS G and all environment #, then whether an action
a is adversarially strongly compliant can be incrementally moni-
tored.

6. FROM POLICY TO SPECIFICATION
We aim to provide a methodology for not only formally specify-

ing and reasoning about privacy policies in temporal logic but also
for developing distributed information systems that can be verified
to comply with those policies. This section is concerned with how
to refine privacy policies into specifications describing the exter-
nally visible behavior of components made up of actors, and how
to verify the correctness of such refinements.

6.1 Levels of Abstraction
Our approach to the refinement of specifications is hierarchical

and is loosely based on the notion of actor components found in
the literature [4, 31]. At each level of abstraction, there will be a
specification for each actor component that describes assumptions
about the messages its actors may receive from actors in its en-
vironment and provides guarantees about the messages its actors
may or must send to actors in the environment. Thus, although the
methodology of specification refinement is hierarchical, the seman-
tics of the specification as well as the implementation are defined
in terms of communicating actors. During top-down development
of the specifications, the policy analysis techniques discussed pre-
viously in Section 5 can be used to ensure that the specifications
being developed during the refinement are feasible.

In order to relate specifications at these different levels of ab-
straction it is necessary to establish a mapping from entities at one
level to entities at the next. For example, legal requirements, such
as HIPAA, and organizational privacy policies constrain the behav-
ior and place obligations on people and organizations that qualify
as covered entities, so it is necessary to establish a mapping from
the actions taken by the individual actors that make up the system
to the activities and entities regulated by the privacy policy. To sim-
plify this mapping, we require that all actors within a component
always act on behalf of a single principal at the policy level.

Additionally, since the main focus of this paper is elsewhere, we
assume that information is correctly labeled with the attributes it
contains. In practice, much of this data will have been initially
entered into the system by humans and must be manually tagged
with the appropriate attributes (cf. Barth et al. [9]).

6.2 Actor specifications
Actor specifications are the foundation on which higher-level

specifications (which have a similar structure) are established. Each
actor class has an assume-guarantee specification that proscribes
how instances of that actor class may interact with its environment
(i.e., the messages it may or must send to other actors). In this
section, we discuss how these specifications are structured.

Specifications include predicates that do not occur in policies.
Specifically, because our programming language treats send and
receive as asynchronous events, our specification language must
include a receive predicate, receive; and because our specifica-
tions will deal with messages sent by actors (of sort A associ-
ated with carrier A) that act on behalf of the agents mentioned
in the policy, the specification language includes the predicate,
actsOnBehalfOf , to associate actors with the agents regulated by
the high-level policy. Furthermore, actors are aware of only the
actions in which they participate. So we additionally wish to con-
strain certain actors; sends and receives are initiated only by the
local actor, which we denote by the metavariable, self . Thus, in
the context of actor specifications, the analogue of atomic formulas
& is the syntactic category of local atomic formulas &#, defined by

&# $$= send(self , a,m)"contains(m,q, t)"receive(self , a,m)"
actsOnBehalfOf(a, p)"inrole(p, !y, r)"(t " t#)"true "false
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The other local versions of the syntactic categories of our specifi-
cation FOTL language, local non-temporal formulas µ#, local pure
past formulas (#, obligation formulas )#, and local mixed formulas
*# are defined in terms of &# just as are the policy FOTL language
shown in Figure 5, except that &# is used in place of &.

An actor specification has the form

'
(! !

"""A-Assum

(#)*#
'
(! !

"""A-Safety
(# # !

#""A-Liveness

*#)*
in which, for the given actor, A-Assum is a set of assumption
clauses, A-Safety is the set of safety clauses and A-Liveness is
the set of liveness clauses. Assumption clauses (# " A-Assum are
restricted to take the form

'a $A.'m $M. receive(self , a,m)# (#(a,m)
safety clauses (# " A-Safety are restricted to take the form

'a $A.'m $M. send(self , a,m)# (#(a,m)
and liveness clauses *# " A-Liveness are restricted to take the form

'!x .(#(!x)#"&a $A.&m $M.µ#(a,m, !x) # send(self , a,m)
Here we assume that '!x includes specification of the appropriate
sorts.

The requirements on the syntactic forms of assumption and
safety clauses (an implication with a receive by self or a send by
self , respectively, as the antecedent) serve to syntactically isolate a
specific action, so that the clause as a whole describes under what
circumstances that action is permitted.

Thus an assumption clause in a specification for an electronic
medical record archive, might say it will only ever receive requests
for a patient’s records from Actors acting on behalf of that patient,
their healthcare providers, or their medical insurance companies. In
contrast, a safety clause in a specification for an electronic medical
record archive, might say something like, in order for the medical
record archive to send a medical record of some patient to any actor
that does not act on behalf of the healthcare provider or that patient,
it must have previously been the case that someone acting on behalf
of the patient has sent authorization to the archive to release records
to that individual.

Furthermore, this restriction also serves to ensure that the safety
clause is incrementally monitorable and, moreover, that violations
of the safety clause can be associated with a specific send action.
More technically, if (# is a safety clause, !(# will only fail to be
satisfied by an infinite trace ! if and only if there exists a finite
prefix trace !# of ! ending with a send event, and the formula (#
is not satisfied by !# at that send event (!# = !## ) send(self , a,m)
and !#, "!#" ( 1, [] +! (#). Consequently, a safety clause (# can
be complied with by ensuring that send(self , a,m) events only
occurs when the history ! is such that !, "!" ( 1, [] ! (#.6

In liveness clauses, the syntactic form ensures that an actor is
obligated to send messages under circumstances defined in terms
of events it is a party to (messages it sends or receives). Like as-
sumption and safety clauses, liveness clauses are restricted to take
the form of an implication. In contrast, however, the implication of
a liveness clause has an antecedent that contains a local pure past
formula ((#(!x)), whereas the consequent is restricted to requir-
ing the actor to send some action in the future as constrained by
a local non-temporal formula (µ#(a,m, !x)). In this way, liveness
clauses describe conditions which incur an obligation of the actor
to some send a message in the future. The universal quantification
6We use [] to denote the empty environment.

of !x allows a single condition in a single clause to incur obligations
to send multiple messages. As an example, considering again the
specification of a medical record archive, a liveness clause quan-
tified over a patient, doctor, and medical record, might thus state
that, if the patient requests their medical records and the doctor
previously sent the record to the archive, the archive is obligated
to eventually send the patient that medical record. Consequently,
if the doctor had sent multiple records to the archive, the archive
would be obligated to send all of them to the patient.

6.3 Demonstrating Correct Refinement Spec-
ification

Component specifications have a similar structures to actor spec-
ifications, except that its atomic formula describe communications
between actors inside and outside of the component instead of mes-
sages to and from some particular actor.

In principal, component specification are shown to be correctly
implemented by showing that it is entailed by the composition of
specifications of the subcomponents or actors that make up the
component. Without loss of generality, we will focus on the sub-
component case and assume that there is only one assumption,
guarantee, and liveness clause per component/subcomponent. If
we have an assumption AC for a component, an assumption Ai for
each subcomponent i, and a safety guarantee S for the component
and Si for each subcomponent i, and a liveness guarantee LC for
the component and Li for each subcomponent i, it is sufficient to
show the validity of the following refinement formulas:

('a1 $A.'a2 $A.'m $M. receive(a2, a1,m)#$send(a1, a2,m))
# (!AC)#!

i

(!Si)#!
i

(!Ai)
('a1 $A.'a2 $A.'m $M. receive(a2, a1,m)#$send(a1, a2,m))

# (!AC)#!
i

(!Si)# SC

('a1 $A.'a2 $A.'m $M. send(a1, a2,m)#"receive(a2, a1,m))
# (!AC)#!

i

(!Li)# LC

The ability to use the validity of these formulas to establish the
correctness of each refinement step relies on the restrictions that we
place on subcomponent assumptions and safety guarantees. These
ensure that they are incrementally monitorable, and furthermore,
that only one can be false at any particular position in the trace.
Consequently, (!Si) # (!Ai) is equivalent to !(('#Si) #(#Ai)), and (!Ai) # (!Si) is equivalent to !(('#Ai) #(#Si)).7 Additionally, induction on the length of trace prefixes
can be used to show

!(('#Si)# (#Ai)) # (('#Ai)# (#Si))# (#Ai # Si)
(In Jonsson and Yih-Kuen [20], a similarly restriction of assump-
tions to the form '#(, where ( is a pure past temporal for-
mula, is used in order to ensure induction can be applied to show
the guarantees resulting from composition.) Furthermore, since
#Ai # Si is incrementally monitorable, !#Ai # Si is equivalent
to (!Ai) # (!Si).

Standard model checking techniques can be applied to establish
the validity of these refinement formulas after employing abstrac-
tion or a small model theorem to handle the first-order nature of the
formulas.

7The symbol' stands for ‘weak yesterday’. '" is satisfied at the
first position of a trace or if&" is satisfied.
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7. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE DE-
SCRIPTION AND STATIC ANALYSIS

This section presents our approach and some of the technical
details of programming language, static analysis, and runtime sup-
port for HAP. The basic goals for these elements have been out-
lined in the introduction. We begin by presenting a combination of
techniques for each of these elements that clearly produce sound
static and dynamic guarantees of policy enforcement. We then dis-
cuss on-going work to extend the class of programs and policies for
which such guarantees can be made.

As discussed in the introduction, we introduce a novel lan-
guage construct, the query-conditional, the conditional expression
of which is a pure-past FOTL formula. This is the foundation of
the program’s determination whether send events it would initiate
are legal, or when not, in the case of user initiated action, provid-
ing denial explanation. These queries are supported by a history
mechanism in the runtime environment that uses a constraint sys-
tem to record argument values for which the pure-past query formu-
las hold. This history mechanism is distributed across actors, with
each actor recording only the send and receive events in which it
has participated. Each actor maintains its own record of these com-
munication events.

Policy and actor specifications are concerned with the subjects
and attributes contained in regulated messages, but not with at-
tribute values. Consequently, for regulated messages, the history
mechanism need not record the entire message content (e.g., spe-
cific attribute values), but only needs to update its constraints based
on which attributes are being transmitted. While program variables
can contain attribute values, we rely on the types of program vari-
ables and messages to identify what attributes are contained. For
instance, if an x-ray technician requests that the system sends a
patient’s x-ray to his doctor for diagnosis, the static type of the
data structure holding the x-ray will indicate that it is that patient’s
x-ray. This information, which is encoded in the type of the x-
ray data, rather than the x-ray data itself, will be passed to the
actor’s history mechanism, so that the mechanism can update its
constraints to reflect the send. In addition to labeling structures
containing protected information with the attributes they contains
and the principals that protected information is about, types are also
used to statically relate principals variables with the related roles of
the principals they contain.

This same type information is also supplied to a static program
analysis tool. This static program analysis tool verifies each actor
independently against its specification. It verifies that each send in
an actor complies with the safety clauses of that actor’s specifica-
tion, and that the obligations described by the liveness clauses of
an actor’s local specification are eventually satisfied.

7.1 A Language for History-Aware Program-
ming

Actor Structure
The actors comprising the information system are instances of

actor classes whose definition is written in the History-Aware Pro-
gramming Language (HAPL). Each actor class consists of a list
of local state variables and a list of action-methods. Each action-
method matches some message signature and its body contains im-
perative code that should be executed whenever a message of that
signature is received by the actor.

A simple actor class reflecting this structure is shown in Figure 7.
It is written in HAPL!, an untyped variant of HAPL. (The type sys-
tem will be discussed after we introduce HAPL’s basic structure.)

actor Forwarder {
var forwardee = SinkActor()

action (sender) setForwardee(a) {
forwardee = a

}
action (requester) getForwardee() {

send requester theForwardee(forwardee)
}
action (sender) stuff(m) {

send (forwardee) stuff(m)
}

}

Figure 7: A Simple HAPL! Actor Class

Instances of this Forwarder actor class contain a local state vari-
able forwardee and responds to the messages setForwardee,
getForwardee, and message. If a message whose signature
matches one of the corresponding actor-classes methods is received
by an instance of the actor class, the body of that action-method
will be executed. (Messages that do not match any action-method
signature are discarded.) When executing the body of an action
method, formal parameters (e.g., a, m) are bound to the compo-
nents of the contents of the message causing the action-method to
be executed. The variable self is bound to the actor instance that
received the message. The body of setForwardee simply up-
dates the variable forwardee based on the parameter. The actor
responds to the getForwardee messages by sending the con-
tents of forwardee to requester The actor responds to the
stuff message by sending a message to the forwardee that is
identical to the one it received.

Local Events and Temporal Queries
Each actor’s runtime execution generates a local history. An

actor’s local history consists of events corresponding to the actor
receiving a message m from a (receive(self , a,m), which oc-
curs whenever the execution of an action-method begins), the actor
sending a message m to a (send(self , a,m), which corresponds to
the execution of a send statement within an action-method), and the
actor concluding its response to a message (action-termination ,
which corresponds to the termination of an actor-method). For
technical reasons, the history also includes actor -idle events.
These are generated non-deterministically when an actor-method
is not executing. Since each actor has only a single thread of ex-
ecution, action-method executions are not concurrent, and a given
actor responds to at most one message at a time. Thus, receive and
action-termination events are paired.

In writing actors whose behavior always complies with specifi-
cations written in temporal logic, it is often useful to be able to con-
dition the actor’s behavior on past events corresponding to clauses
in the specification. This allows, for example, one to write code that
will send privacy policies to the users only if it has not sent a policy
to them before. This is supported by allowing the actors definition
to contain temporal queries consisting of local pure past formulas.
The queries can then be used to guard blocks of statements, such
that a guarded block only gets executed if the local history satisfies
the temporal query at its current position. This could be employed
in our Forwarder example to only forward one messages from
actors that have previously sent Forwarder a getForwardee
message, by changing the stuff action-method to:

action (sender) stuff(m) {
if ("receive(self , sender, getForwardee())) {
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send (forwardee) stuff(m)
}

}

These queries can be supported efficiently using the dynamic
programming approach from Krukow et al. [21] that was described
in Section 2.

Types, Principals, and Protected Information
Static verification of programs against privacy policies requires

reasoning about principals, their roles and protected attributes, and
so HAPL introduces types that can be used to statically represent
principals, roles, attributes and their relationships. In addition to
being used within type system to verify they are being used consis-
tently, this type information is exposed to the static program analy-
sis, so that it has additional static information about the principals
involved in various operations.

This additional information is incorporated into the type sys-
tem by introducing type-level variables for principals (that were
inspired by Tse and Zdancewic’s Runtime Principals [32]). In our
context, a type-level principal variable provides a static represen-
tation for an element of P that is unchanged for the duration of
that type-level principal variables scope. These type-level principal
variables do not have a runtime representation, but rather are used
to parameterize the types for program-level principal values, actor
values, and structures containing protected information. Addition-
ally, actor classes and actor methods may be made polymorphic
over principals by having them take type-level principal variable
parameters, which can be bound to have specific roles.

As an example, consider the following action-method, which re-
ceives the message testResult containing the address of an actor
docAddr which is authorized to receive information for the doc-
tor and test result of some patient, and which then sends the test
result to the doctor:

action[%,),&; inrole(), patient) # inrole(&,), doctor)]
(sender:Actor[%])
testResult(docAddr:Actor[&], result:Attribute[),TestResult])

{
send (docAddr) myPatientsResult(result)

}

This action-method is parameterized by the type-level principal
variables %, ), and &, which are constrained such that ) is a patient
and & is )’s doctors. These type-level principal variables are then
used to construct types for the messages sender and the message’s
contents. The type, Actor[%], on sender allows the sender
to be any actor that acts on behalf of the principal represented by
%, which is unconstrained. The type Actor[&] on docAddr
requires that docAddr be a reference to an actor that acts on behalf
of the principal &, who was previously constrained to be a doctor of
). The type of Attribute[),TestResult] on result denotes
that result contains values of the attribute TestResult about ),
who we knew previously to be a patient. Only the values that have
Attribute types are allowed to contain protected information, and
they are only allowed to contain the attribute(s) provided to the
Attribute type constructor.

Another important consideration for expressivity, is that we al-
low data structures to be packed into values with existentially quan-
tified types, which are also used in Tse and Zdancewic’s Runtime
Principal work [32]. This is necessary to allow multiple related val-
ues to be stored in a data structure of unbounded size and still have
their relationships preserved (e.g., a list of 3-tuples consisting of a
patient, his doctor, and his medical chart).

7.2 Static Program Analysis
We first transform each of the specification’s liveness clauses

into a termination safety clause that requires that, when an action-
method terminates, any obligations incurred since the start of the
execution of that action-method (including any obligations incurred
by the receive event that marks the beginning of that action-
method’s execution). The conjunction of this with the safety
clauses forms a verification formula that must be shown to hold
whenever the assumption clauses hold.

For a liveness clause

'!x .(#(!x)#"&a $A.&m $M.µ#(a,m, !x) # send(self , a,m)
we can create a termination-safety clause of the form

action-termination

# '!x .¬(#(!x)
S (&a $A.&m $M.µ#(r,m, !x) # send(self, a,m))
% (&a $A.'m $M. receive(self , a,m) # ¬(#(!x))

Intuitively, this termination-safety clause requires there to not
have been a triggering event since either the corresponding obli-
gation was fulfilled or there was a receive that was not itself a
triggering event. When combined with the proposition that ev-
ery execution of an action method terminates ((&a $ A.'m $
M. receive(self , a,m)) # "action-termination) and that re-
ceive / termination pairs are not nested, this entails the original
liveness formula. This is because, since (# is a local pure past for-
mula and can only include send and receive events, the triggering
condition (# can only ever be satisfied at some position in a trace
if it was satisfied at the previous position, if the current position is
a receive event, or the current position is a send event (which only
occurs between a receive and its action-termination). Therefore,
at any position that satisfies the triggering event, there will eventu-
ally be a position (before some action-termination) at which the
corresponding obligation is fulfilled. This transformation allows us
to convert a liveness requirement of the actor into a condition that
can be verified independently for on each actor-method.

If we let A-TermSafe be the set of temporal logic clauses ob-
tained by transforming each of the clauses in A-Liveness into its
corresponding termination-safety clause, then we can define an ac-
tor’s verification formula as follows:

(# !
"""A-Assum

(#)# ( !
"""A-Safety

(# # !
""""A-TermSafe

(##)
The syntactic form of the verification formula is such that, if it

is satisfied at every position non-actor -idle position in the trace,
the actor’s specification will also be satisfied by that trace. (This
is because, each clause, is incrementally monitorable and is always
satisfied at non-actor -idle positions.)

Static Analysis of Actor Code.
We use static program analysis to ensure that the verification for-

mula for each action-method is satisfied by reaching local event
histories. Given an actor, we say that a local event history of that
actor reaches a program location in an action-method if at some
step in some system execution, the actor’s thread reaches that pro-
gram location with that local history.

Our analysis is an iterative dataflow analysis, which given an
action-method, computes, for each program location, information
about the histories that reach that location. This information takes
the form of 3-valued truth assignments over formulas that are de-
rived from the verification formula for the given action-method and
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from the temporal queries appearing in the action-method. Each
formula that is assigned “true” is satisfied by every reaching his-
tory. Each that is assigned “false” is not satisfied by any reaching
history. Finally if the formula is neither known to be satisfied by
every reaching history nor is it known to be satisfied by no reaching
history, then the formula is assigned “unknown.”

In the dataflow analysis, we cannot interpret logical variables as
ranging directly over carrier elements. Instead, we must associate
them with static program constructs, such as the types of program
variables that at runtime, take on values in P . However, the seman-
tics of those program constructs must then be grounded in terms
of carrier elements. These two steps of interpretation are neces-
sary to establish statically the relationship between specifications
and programs. However, it requires a certain amount of machin-
ery. In our policies, we have no logical variables of sort R. The
treatment of logical variables of sorts A, T , and M are relatively
straightforward. However, treating logical variables of sort P is
rather intricate, so we focus on them here.

To explain which formulas are “derived,” we use the following
notions. Within the context of dataflow analysis, we use a differ-
ent set of symbols than are used in the semantics of FOTL. They
are syntactic program constructs, namely type-level principal vari-
ables, as well as a new collection of anonymous principal variables.
We call these symbols symbolic principal variables (SPV) and we
call a function from logical variables to SPVs a static logical envi-
ronment (SLE). We call a formula "# a static instance of a formula
" if "# is obtained from " by substituting each free variable in "
according to some SLE. The formulas whose 3-valued truth values
we wish to track are instances of subformulas of the verification
formula or a temporal query formula. We call these subformulas
formulas of interest.

The dataflow analysis computation simulates the effect that exe-
cuting the program has on the truth value of formulas of interest by
using SLEs. For instance, suppose the information system belongs
to a medical clinic. Also suppose that an action-method poses a
temporal query asking whether the principal carrier element held in
a variable whose type is parameterized by type-level principal vari-
able % has sent the clinic permission to release his medical records
to a principal whose type is parameterized by ). On entry to the
then-branch of the query-conditional, the static analysis assigns the
value “true” to the FOTL formula that says the principal denoted
by % has sent permission to release his medical records to the prin-
cipal denoted by ). So if there is a send operation initiated by
the clinic that transmits %’s medical records to ), presumably the
action-method specification states that doing so is permissible, and
the send operation is validated by the static analysis.

In addition to setting a particular subformula to true or false,
the query transfer functions must also closure operation to deter-
mine what other subformulas can be determined to be true or false.
This is done using a generalization of a three-value version of the
procedure used by Krukow et al. [21], which propagates informa-
tion from subformulas to formulas. Since our equations can learn
new facts (e.g., the condition at temporal queries and assumption
clauses at method entry) that were previously true but not known to
be true, it is necessary also to propagate information from formulas
to subformulas.

Additionally, as with the procedure of Krukow et al., the transfer
functions for send, receive, and action-termination events need
to ‘roll time forward’ and adjust the formulas of interest accord-
ingly.

7.3 Current Limitations
There are several limitations of our current work that we wish

to address in the future. In our current work, we assume that roles
are fixed; it will clearly be necessary to treat role change in order
to support things the acquisition of new patients. Additionally, we
assume that information that the static type system provides to the
static analysis and dynamic queries about roles and attributes is
complete. A more realistic model would allow the static system
to represent over- and under-approximations of the roles certain
individuals might have. Another limitation is that we restrict each
actor/component to stand for exactly one principle; in the future, we
hope to look at the possibility of supporting more flexible mappings
between actor actions at the implementation level and the actions
of principles at the policy level.

In the future, we also plan to add support programmer-defined
invariants that can include local program state along with tempo-
ral events. These can be supported by extending the programming
analysis to include predicates for values being in data structures,
and by incorporated the invariants into the verification formula.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have outlined a methodological framework

for designing, developing, and verifying information systems that
provably enforce privacy policies. Several novel, open technical
problems arise in this context. We have inventoried several of these
and solved many of them here. These technical contributions will
act as corner stones on which we are actively building in on-going
research. The paper is the first to report on this long-term research
objective. Completion of this objective will take a number of years,
and the number of open problems that must be solved will require
several papers and articles to report.
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